Arcam provides cost-efficient Additive Manufacturing solutions for production of metal components.
Arcam’s Electron Beam Melting (EBM®) technology offers design freedom combined with excellent
material properties and high productivity. Arcam is, through our solution orientation and comprehensive
product offering, an innovative partner for advanced manufacturing, primarily in the aerospace and medical
industries. Arcam provides EBM systems through Arcam AB in Sweden, powder metals through AP&C in
Canada and implant contract manufacturing through DiSanto in the U.S.
The company is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and the Head Office is located in Mölndal, Sweden.

Join us at Arcam and become part of the additive revolution!

Technical Instructor to Arcam Academy
Arcam AB is a company with dedicated and enthusiastic employees who are driven to
constantly improve and develop cutting edge technology within additive manufacturing. We
offer a creative environment where you will have the opportunity to participate and influence
the final product.
Are you looking for a challenging new job and are a person who wants a varied work with a
stimulating combination of technology, development and interaction with interesting people?
Then this is the job for you!
You will be part of a team responsible for all our educations both internally and externally.
We educate our employees and our customers in Mölndal, Sweden, or locally at the
customer site. Additionally, you will be a part of developing our training and our training
portfolio. The department is furthermore setting the requirements for the training that our
service engineers must complete.
You have a technical education, preferably with an additional education in technical
information or pedagogic training. Previous experience from similar work is essential.
Fluency in English is a prerequisite, if you are fluent in other languages it is considered an
advantage. We think that you are an experienced computer user with skills in Microsoft
Office, LMS and e-learning.
Your personal qualities are just as important. You're educational, social, independent and
likes to take a great responsibility.
Don’t hesitate, send us your application today!
For further information, please contact:
Peter Ternebring, recruitment consultant at Confidera Urval, phone +46 31 27 33 30 or
Lisette Stål HR at Arcam, phone +46 31 710 33 44.
Please send us your application no later than February 24th, marked “Technical Instructor”,
to: career@arcam.com
For more information about Arcam, please visit www.arcam.com
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